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The Matrix-free FFS method:
is a Model Order Reduction strategy where rational functions are used
to interpolate a Krylov base of system responses. Using some algebra,
the full model system matrices can be eliminated from the definition
such that the projection only requires input(m) – output(n) transfer
functions. As the system matrices are not needed, the formulation is
truly “Matrix-free”. Through an adaptive procedure, the reduced
model is refined iteratively.
This property makes the method very versatile for applications where
only a limited number of input-output transfer functions are of
interest, especially for models with ‘tough’ properties such as e.g.
materials with complex and frequency dependent properties.
An application to a curved plate with viscoelastic treatment
(Application a) is shown below:
Conclusions
Both of the proposed methods lead to substantial speed ups for the
simulation of the steady state dynamic response of mechanical
systems with complex damping treatments. They are complementary
to each other and the choice of method should mainly depend on the
required output of the problem and the availability of the system-
matrices.
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Full model 1500 0 (ref.)
Matrix-Free
(adaptive) 88 0.04 %
Linear
(equidistant) 88 4%
System-Level BlackBox FFS method:
The method generates a Krylov based reduced order model by using
only system-level Finite Element matrices at small number of chosen
frequencies and solves the full frequency problem by reusing this basis
and interpolating.
The main advantage of this method is that it is non-intrusive, i.e. unlike
the Padé approach, no system characterization nor system derivatives
are needed.
The method has been benchmarked on 2D/3D interior acoustics,
2D/3D unbounded acoustics using Perfectly Matched Layers (PML),
which has nontrivial frequency dependency and on structural
dynamics problems. Below figures shows the results on a curved panel
with viscoelastic damping treatment (see Figure a). The damping layer
has complex frequency dependency and can not be solved with
conventional modal based reduction techniques. The results show that
the FFS algorithm can be up to 12.5 times faster than the full solution.
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Introduction
Within the M3NVH project two complementary Model Order
Reduction techniques for Fast Frequency Sweep (FFS) have been
developed to efficiently simulate the steady state dynamic response
of mechanical systems with complex damping treatments:
• Matrix-free FFS method, which reconstructs input-output
transfer functions from snapshots making use of rational
functions.
• System-Level BlackBox FFS, which uses an interpolatory MOR
approach based on the construction of a rational Krylov basis.
Applications
(a) Structures with
viscoelastic treatment
(b) Acoustics with
porous treatment
Accuracy level
Solver 
Speedup
Solution Speedup
Coarse 24.4 12.5
Standard 17.7 10.5
Fine 13.7 9.0
(c) Acoustic
radiation problems
Unrestricted
